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Referendum Day in Kidmore End Parish is Thursday 28 July 2022
We have arrived at a momentous time for the Kidmore End Neighbourhood Development Plan (KENDP):

The Referendum
This is the stage when the parish community - those registered on the
electoral register - can vote with a simple Yes to adopt or No to reject
the Kidmore End Neighbourhood Development Plan (KENDP).
All the information of how, when and where to vote is overleaf as well
as details on how to access the KENDP and related documents.
The KENDP is for the benefit
of all five villages in our
parish, with policies to protect
against inappropriate housing development and so
safeguard the AONB and the rural character of our
villages and parish.
Thank you to the KENDP Steering group, who have
worked tirelessly for the last 4+ years. Please take
time to vote in person or by proxy at the Parish Room
RG4 9SJ, or if you know that you will be away,
register to vote by post.
Caroline Aldridge chairman@kepc.info
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From the District Councillor
We were so lucky with the weather over the Jubilee weekend, and it was lovely to see so many people out
taking part in events. In my home parish of Goring Heath, we had a big bonfire which had died down by
about 9.30, just enough to keep everyone warm, and then a brilliant flaming beacon was lit. As it was on
the highest open point of the parish, and it was a clear night, we could see a beacon on the hills above
Kingsclere 16 miles away; earlier, before sunset, we had seen the tower blocks of Bracknell. It was good
that every parish had their own events over the weekend, bringing communities together. I was also thrilled to see and
hear the Typhoons flying over my garden after their trip down the Mall.
The Kidmore End community have done well, with another milestone reached on 7 June with the Neighbourhood Plan.
Neighbourhood Plans are just one element of planning policy that should guide planning decisions, but as the Examiner of
the Neighbourhood Plan noted, such Plans have to fit in with other plans, which are currently the SODC Local Plan 2035
and the National Planning Policy Framework, or NPPF. These plans are set to ensure that actual decisions are consistent
with agreed policies, and that everyone knows what would be allowed and what would not. Life is not that simple, and
when you get down to reality on the ground, it can be difficult to work out which plan or policy is the “right” one.
New Plans and Policies come along with frightening frequency, and currently under development is Oxplan 2050
covering the whole of Oxfordshire, hopefully at a strategic level, and a new Joint Local Plan 2041 for South Oxfordshire.
The latter is being developed jointly with the Vale of White Horse District Council, with whom we share offices and
officers. While the most contested part of the current local plan was the so-called strategic sites, a lot of the rest of the
350 odd pages of the current plan contains policies and guidance on issues such as design, air quality, landscape
conservation areas etc which can be equally applicable to either District, so it makes sense to have a common approach.
By having a joint local plan, there are significant savings in the use of the time and costs of our in-house planning teams,
the use of necessary external consultants and the cost of consultation and, in due course, examination
One of the issues that has determined how planning applications are considered is what is called the five-year land supply,
which is a very complicated way of establishing whether the policies in the Local Plan are applicable in determining
planning permission. Part of this calculation is the Housing Delivery Test, an annual measurement of housing delivery, ie
the number of homes built. The Housing Delivery Test works by comparing the net homes delivered over the past three
years to the homes required over the same period. Of course, the Council does not actually build the homes, it can only
grant planning permission. It can happen that developers can get planning permission for homes, and then not build them,
which then triggers a failure of Housing Delivery Test. The recent announcement that the 5-year Land supply test is to be
scrapped is good news, and will relieve some pressure on SODC, although as always, the devil is in the detail, which has
yet to be revealed.
South Oxfordshire District Council collects council tax from us all, but it actually keeps only a small proportion of it, as it
also acts on behalf of the Police, County Council and parish councils in collecting council tax. For a band D property, the
standard bench mark, out of a total tax bill of £2,089, the South Oxfordshire District Council part will be £136. This
compares with £241 for the Police and £1,651 for the County Council, and £60 for Kidmore End Parish Council.
All these bodies have increased their element of the council tax, although the District Council’s increase is the smallest at
£5 for a band D Dwelling. SODC council tax remains the 8th lowest in the country for a similar rural district. Through
more careful stewardship and planning, the savings made in the last year and projected forward have improved the
financial position. As a result, £500,000 is available to improve our environment through hedge and tree planting,
promoting green skills and businesses and cleaning up our built environment.
One of the obligations on SODC is to provide Bed and Breakfast accommodation; we discovered that the council had
received capital funding some years ago, ring fenced to this issue, which had not been used, and this is now going to be
used to acquire some property that can be used to address this obligation, potentially saving £65,000 a year.
We continue to see the benefits of the cancellation of the contract that outsourced many of the core activities of the
Council. I am on the audit and scrutiny committee, and it was apparent that having Capita employees rather than our own
staff “doing the books” resulted in additional costs. This was particularly evident when it came to preparing the annual
accounts, as poor bookkeeping held up the audit by Ernst & Young, which resulted in additional costs to the Council.
With the accounts now done in house, the senior finance team are better able to analyse and plan, and so draw a clearer
picture of the Councils finances.
One of the key documents that the Finance Department has to prepare is the Medium-Term Financial Plan, looking ahead
five years. This has often presented a rather alarming picture, showing a deteriorating financial position. The first such
plan I saw, in May 2019, predicted that the General Fund Balance, i.e., the Councils reserves, would have fallen from £26
million to £5 million by 2022/23. As it has turned out, the latest plan shows that the expected £5 million actually came in
much better at £25 million for 2022/23 and looking ahead the next 5 years the balance is £18 million. By scrapping the
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outsourcing contract with Capita, not only does the Council now have a better control over the accounting and book
keeping processes, it has also made significant savings.
It undoubtedly helps that at least three of the members of the Cabinet of the Council are qualified Accountants and are
therefore able to provide a professional approach to the Councils finances. As far as I can ascertain, there were no
qualified accountants in the SODC cabinet in the previous administration.
Parking charges are increasing at the council owned and run carparks. The objective is that the carparks breakeven,
however over the last two years income dropped to just over £700,000 a year, while costs were just under £1 million. The
intention is that the car parks should self-finance and not require subsidy from Council tax.
There is normally one free hour for all motorists, and car parking in South Oxfordshire is relatively cheap compared to
Reading or Oxford.
The Council is also installing electric vehicle charging points at carparks in Henley and Wallingford, and these will be
available for overnight booking for residents.
Councillor Peter Dragonetti
District Councillor for Kidmore End, Whitchurch, Goring Heath and Mapledurham

The Parish Church
It was with great joy that we were able to celebrate Easter in our church for the first time in 3 years. The Good Friday
Service of music and words was moving and thought-provoking and the Easter Day service was utterly joyful. As ever,
the choir and organ contributed magnificently, and the Flower Ladies had produced a wonderful display of spring flowers.
At the Annual Parochial Church Meeting in May (the church’s AGM) Nick Room was again elected Churchwarden,
together with Joan Lamprell, who lives in Sonning Common. We are grateful to them both as so much of the work they
do is unseen and unsung. Also joining the PCC (Parochial Church Council) this year are Frances Brewitt-Taylor, our
Director of Music, and Sue Jones, a member of the choir and a tireless churchyard worker. They will add much strength
to the PCC.
At the end of May we said goodbye to our lovely Associate Priest Sheila Walker, and
her husband Tim. They have retired back to Devon from whence they came, nearly 5
years ago. Sheila has been a strength and stay in the Parish, particularly to James and
the churchwardens. Her way with words always made her services interesting and her
quiet strength and faith comforted many during the pandemic and afterwards. She will
be missed enormously.
In June, we started to welcome several Ukrainian families to the Parish – a welcome
which was extended by all of us, not just members of the congregation. I am told that
they have been very touched by this.
Then of course, there was the wonderful Jubilee weekend! The churchyard workers
had decorated it with lots and lots of flowering pots, in red, white and blue, and of course the Flower Ladies did their stuff
magnificently, as ever. The Knit and Natter group produced a wonderful decoration for the wheel of the well which is
still there at the time of writing, and Moira and her team managed to decorate the church both for a wedding and for the
Jubilee Service on the Sunday – a real feat, given that brides take away most of the flowers for their receptions!
The service was a true village celebration: both the school and the church choirs combined to provide some beautiful
music and Rev’d James had put together a thought-provoking and celebratory service. The fun started earlier, with a
plant sale in the churchyard, together with afternoon tea and cake so by the time we moved into church, we were all
feeling very happy!
Finally, on Sunday 12 June, which is “Music Sunday” we enjoyed a wonderfully
eclectic concert, ranging from Handel and Debussy to Lloyd Webber and ukulele, and
from choral pieces to Gilbert and Sullivan (complete with judicial wig!). If you
haven’t been to one of Frances Brewitt-Taylor’s concerts, then you have missed
something rather special!
Sheila’s departure will obviously have an effect on services until a replacement can be
appointed, so do keep an eye on the noticeboard. We will endeavour to keep our
website up to date with information about the above, so it is suggested that readers,
who are interested, should check regularly to see whether/how these events/occasions
are being marked/celebrated – www.achurchnearyou.com/church/166/
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Finally, we would all like to thank Neil Scott for his many years of contributions to this Newsletter on behalf of the
church. His beautifully written articles, full of information and humour, will be missed and he will be a hard act to
follow!
Joss Lynch

St Michaels Church
From Pentecost Sunday (5 June) it is now business as usual as far as any Covid restrictions are concerned and the Bishops
have invited all Catholics to return to church in person rather than viewing online. However, for the sick, housebound or
vulnerable we will continue streaming of all our Masses. It was wonderful to celebrate our Easter liturgies in full this year
and to see so many people present.
At the time of writing, we are in the middle of HM Queen Elizabeth’s Platinum Jubilee celebrations. With so many local
and national events planned we did not organise a big jubilee event. However, after our midday Mass on Thursday 2 June
those present celebrated the event with coffee and cake. The Bishops of England and Wales asked all Catholic parishes to
include special prayers for The Queen during Sunday Masses celebrated on 5 June.
As mentioned in previous issues we are celebrating our own anniversary, 75 years since the first Catholic church was
erected in Sonning Common. Our celebrations started with a barn dance held in the parish hall and we are looking
forward to a mini pilgrimage to the Chapel of Christ the Redeemer, just outside Henley. A key event will be our parish
open day on Saturday 9 July. It will be an opportunity for all the local community to visit St Michael’s to take a look
around, enjoy some refreshments and see what goes on. Guided tours to point out some features of the church will begin
at 11.00am and 2.00pm. A family quiz sheet will be available.
Continuing a brief history from the last issue:
The first Mass was celebrated in the temporary building on 30 November 1947. The sanctuary where the altar stood could
be screened off by a curtain to enable the rest of the building to be used for social functions. During winter it was heated
by four small coal burning stoves. Parishioners used the ground where the present hall stands to grow vegetables.
In 1955 the decision was made to create a separate parish taking in Sonning Common and the surrounding villages and
countryside. Close to the site of the church was a grocer’s shop with garden. This was purchased by the parish of Our
Lady and St Anne in Caversham and given to the new parish as its presbytery. Fr Bill Ford was appointed the first parish
priest in August that year. An aim of the parish was to construct a hall that could be used while the temporary building
was removed, and a permanent church built. Money was very tight so many fund-raising activities were held. Very
popular was the twice yearly ‘Catholic Jumble’ that could raise around £300 a time in the 1950’s! Building of the hall
took place in 1962 and parish activities transferred to the new building which was heated by electricity rather than coal
burners. Construction of the new church commenced in 1963 but more about that in the next issue.
You don’t need to wait for our parish open day to step across the threshold. You are always very welcome. If want to
know what is going on check the weekly newsletter on our website: www.saintmichaelsonningcommon.org.uk

Kidmore End CE School
It has been a busy few months at Kidmore End CE Primary School over the Spring and Summer. Thankfully the Covid
pandemic has not had an impact on the children’s education and all the fantastic activities that have been run.
The school has also continued to grow with an additional 13 children joining the school since October 2021. This includes
three Ukrainian children who joined us in May. The school is running workshops and clubs for the Ukrainian community,
and we have opened these opportunities to children and parents in other local schools. The school has employed a
Ukrainian teacher to support the children, and this has made their transition a lot smoother as they begin their schooling in
a British school.
At the end of the Spring term we said goodbye to Mrs Ferguson who has taught at the school for many years. Across the
school the children have been working hard with nearly all year groups undertaking tests or assessments but along the
way there have been some wonderful experiences and opportunities.
On the 27 May the school celebrated the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. The day started off with a special Jubilee Assembly.
This was led by Year 6, and Year 2 sang a song about Alfred the Great. At the end of the assembly, the children sang a
song about the Jubilee celebrations, and we finished with the National Anthem which Year 1 showed us how to do.
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Throughout the day all the classes did Jubilee related activities including word-searches, crosswords and colouring. This
gave us a chance to relax and learn about the Queen’s amazing legacy and all her achievements. At lunchtime the children
all had a special Jubilee meal that consisted of hot dogs, chips and a couple of vegetables.
For the Jubilee celebrations the children also created their own
personalised bunting which was fantastic. The children were also
inspired to paint or create portraits of the Queen. Both displays
were exhibited at the Big Lunch at Gallowstree Common
Recreation Ground for the Parish celebration on Sunday 5 June.
This was one of the highlights of the Big Lunch and the winning
portraits are shown below.
As headteacher, I have also run a number of clubs for children and
the parents. Every Friday, approximately 50 children and adults
join us for the Running Club. It is lovely to see so many children
and parents enjoying running.

Nine School Council members visited St Joseph’s School on Wednesday 18 June to hear the school song that Y10 & Y12
are composing for us. School Council were asked to critique the song and had a chance to sing with the St Joseph’s
students. We look forward to the final version, but here is the first draft of the chorus:
“We’re all one and part of a team
Kindness and friendship is our theme
And when it’s time to go back home
Kindness and faith, I have shown”
On 18 June we were lucky to have a visit from one of our governors from Kidmore
End and some of her bees in our Outdoor Classroom. It was fascinating to see bees in
action. Gardening Club enjoyed trying on beekeeping outfits and eating honey
sandwiches. "I really enjoyed watching the bees. Queen bees are sprayed different
colours each year - this year the queen bee is yellow" Ava, Year 2. My favourite bit
was seeing the honeycomb which the queen bee uses to lay her eggs" Albie, Year 2
Finally, as we come towards the end of the academic year, we are looking forward to
a number of exciting activities and events. Our Sports Day and Summer Fair will be
held on Tuesday 5 July and the whole community is welcome to attend the Summer
Fair from 3.15 pm. Our Year 5 children will be camping on the school grounds and
we say goodbye to our Year 6 children with a number of events.
There will also be a working party to improve the school. As a result of last year’s successful “working bee” in the
Summer Holidays to improve the Early Years area, the school will be holding another “working bee” on Sunday 21
August and Monday 22 August. Please keep the dates free if you can. We will be looking at improving the Mr MacGregor
Quiet Area & the Curriculum Garden (behind Y2) as well as some other ideas. We are looking for financial support or
materials to help build some key improvements in these areas.
Andrew Griffin, Headteacher
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Happy Jubilee M’am and Thank You for Everything!
We had a lovely Jubilee Picnic on the Playing Fields at Gallowstree Common on Sunday 5 June with over 200 people
attending. It was a dampish climax (weatherwise) to several months of preparation by most of the Gallowstree Common
residents, who should be justly proud of the longer-term contributions to our Platinum Jubilee.
The first I knew of ‘preparations beginning’ was Tuesday 22 Feb when a ‘WhatsApp’ group was created for willing
volunteers to spruce up the Well and the Triangle at either end of Gallowstree Common - what could be more appropriate
post Covid? Members of this group who worked hard restoring the Well and the Noticeboard were Jim and Ann Ducker
(Jim being a member of the Parish Council), Nick Ager, Ian Hemmett, Bridget and Pete Jones, Teresa and David Beddis,
Tony Bowley (Tony is also on the PC), Kirsti Deacon and Stephanie and Clive Collins. All residents in the Hamlet.
They cleared the wall of Ivy (some job) and decorated it with bunting and flowers for the long weekend. The new bench
is not yet in position as we need to sort out the Grade 2 listing status of the Well. This status affects what we can place
round it. At least that is my limited understanding of the situation!! Also required is a planning application for the repair
of the Well. Only yesterday (10 June) did Jim at last manage to report that he has an appointment with the Conservation
Officer and a Planning Officer from SODC on 21 June to evaluate the state of the Well and decide whether remedial work
is needed. Hurrah Hurrah Hurrah !! Kirsti Deacon’s comment in mid-May: ‘Wow that’s taking a while’ was right on the
money. Now I understand why people hesitate before taking responsibility for listed property.
No matter that we did not get a bench in time for 5 June, Clive and Ian did the most amazing job clearing ivy, Christine
brought lovely plants and Teresa and Bridget decorated it with Bunting. It was a charming focal point just over the road
from Hazelmoor Lane, which was also decorated in grand style. It wins the prize for best decorated ‘street ’in GTC.
For the record the plant pots on the wall that looked so pretty contained Blue Nepeta, Red Begonia, Silver Cineraria, Blue
Lobelia and Golden Thyme for our Ukrainian Guests.
But the Well is only one end of the village. There were plans for the other end (my end) where a group of volunteers
headed up by Anna Vorster agreed to restore order and plant the Wood Lane triangle. On 31 March Anna messaged the
new group: ‘Hi Wood Lane Triangle visionaries and horticultural maestros. Welcome to our working party’
And some working party it has turned out to be. Emma Yates and Mark Beckinsale provided impressive heavy-duty
equipment and cleared a surprisingly large area of brambles. Julian Miles ensured we did not set fire to Withy Copse
when we burnt them on our bonfire across the road. Other members of the group who have contributed thought, time and
considerable energy to a very physical job are Cara, Christine, Jitu, Laura Green, Stephanie Collins and Heather Steddon.
The particular star of this village is Clive Collins who belongs to both groups!!!
The first recce of the triangle, on Tuesday 5 April at 6pm, did not include me or Julian who were otherwise engaged so we
had our own private meet to discuss ‘bonfires’ later ahead of the great slash and burn on Saturday 30 April. If you ever
need anyone to supervise a bonfire, Julian is your man. He said with a twinkle that it was thanks to a miss spent youth….
if that is the case roll on Miss Spent!!
Needless to say, there was a spanner in the works/fly in the ointment/ grit in the oyster in the shape of a tenant’s
girlfriend’s car left right in front of the bonfire site on Friday 29 April. For the record all the tenants at Withy Copse
Workshops had been informed there would be a community bonfire that Saturday but I’m afraid that the owner of the car
did not get a lie-in as the bonfire party was ready to go at 8.30am. We have another bonfire meet this Saturday 18 June
with a rotavator to dig up the brambles. The old bench has been wire brushed by Clive and looks grand. So exciting to
see the bench again, and we are looking forward to seeing lots of people sitting on the bench and enjoying the view.
Caroline Aldridge had been making comments about a Jubilee Picnic Lunch on the Playing Fields since end February and
we finally got our act together with yet another working party called the Big Lunch WhatsApp at the beginning of April.
This was a much larger group as it included representatives from Kidmore End, Chalkhouse Green, Tokers Green, Cane
End and GTC. We were all the usual suspects plus Andrew Harland who organised marshalling, Tom Crossland who led
a fun run and John Sheldon who organised the considerable resources of the Cricket Club Bar and sorted out the mowing
of the field adjacent to the Pavillion for parking cars. Jane Townend did some wonderful posters for us, partly from
Singapore. Her husband is working there, and she commutes.
Teresa and Bridget did bunting big time. They produced wonderful homemade bunting and up it went from Reades Lane
to the Triangle via the Well and the Pavillion at the beginning of Jubilee Week and looked so festive. For the record we
also erected an enormous banner 6 metres long on the corner of Horsepond Road and the Hamlet down the Pavillion end
which happened to be around a building site. On it was written in royal blue lettering
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Big Jubilee Picnic here Sunday 5th June from 12noon all welcome
I did wonder if any literal minded motorists might have thought us all quite
mad to be holding our jubilee picnic on the Horsepond Road in front of a
building site …. but in the end it didn’t matter and there were more than
200 of us who joined the ‘Bottleneck Brothers’ for our Platinum Picnic
celebration at the Playing Fields. We gave a few bottles of bubbly and
sweet prizes to people who had obviously made a huge effort to ‘dress to
impress ’whether it be their outfit or their entire tent!! The community
prize went to Chalkhouse Green who dressed their navy blue gazebo with
union jacks and bunting and had red white and blue fairy cakes and tutus!!
So impressive (see photo)!
Jocelyn Lynch had ‘the royal look’ complete with black hand bag with a
marmalade sandwich ‘for later’. Jane Burtt dressed in navy blue stripes with a very natty boater and Maya Campion had a
dress especially made for the occasion-it looked fab!
After a bit of gentle cajoling by Caroline Aldridge (you need a Chair of the PC for
such things) the fun run was a huge success. Tom says that 20 youngsters set out
with him and to the best of his knowledge 20 came back. Has anyone lost a
runner?? The run was ably marshalled by Alyona, Alina and Anfisa from Ukraine
who had their lunch cut short (they had to eat the fruit salad later) to make way
for their marshalling duties - many thanks to all three of them.
But the show was stolen all round from homemade bunting to a glorious ‘spot the
best Queen competition ’organised and run by Andrew Griffin, Head Teacher of
Kidmore End Primary School. The art work created by the pupils was magnificent
and many thanks to their Bursar Emma Hawker who spent hours and hours and hours putting together the home-made
triangles to make their bunting.
I have to admit when it got to 11.55am in the drizzle and hardly anyone had arrived at the playing fields on the Sunday
morning, I did wonder if this was a rather poor practical joke but by 1.30pm, more than 200 people were enjoying a once
in a lifetime party on our Playing Fields.
Hurrah for our Platinum Jubilee.
Jane Mather, Gallowstree Common

Tokers Green News
Around 60 people gathered for Tokers Green and Chazey Heath`s Big Little Lunch on Saturday 4 June. Everyone brought
food to share including some wonderful jubilee-themed creations, and there was a plant sale to raise funds for the village
defibrillator and the Alzheimers Society. It was a very sociable afternoon with many "old" residents and a chance to
welcome many new faces and families who have moved into the villages recently. A wonderful bonus was that brollies
were not needed, and the sun came out! Huge thanks go to all those who helped make the event happen.
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Pond – a new bench has been installed at the pond, looking northwards and providing a quiet spot for rest and
contemplation.
20mph Speed Limit: The 20mph speed limit has been in place now for three months and, from my own experience
walking the dog, I would say that it is being observed by the majority of drivers. There is still room for improvement and
maybe a community speedwatch session would help; any other ideas would be warmly welcomed! Thank you, Parish
Council for your support and endeavours in getting the speed limit changed.
Defibrillator training: A 2 hour practical and fun training session on how to use a defib machine was run in May at KE
school. Thanks to Teresa for organising and to the First Responder team for their teaching. For some that attended it was
the first time they had the training and for others it was a refresher. We can organise another session later in the year, so if
you would like to attend a similar session, please let me know.
Progressive Dinner: Our first progressive dinner for quite some time is being planned, likely in September. Watch out
for more details soon. If you'd like to join in, please contact carolneville@hotmail.co.uk
Donations of stamps and printer cartridges: Many thanks to everyone who has already donated their used stamps to
Teresa Heffer, who continues to accept donations either at home (Kewstoke in Rokeby Drive) or at the KE school. The
stamps are donated to Hearing Dogs for the Deaf. Also, the school are collecting used printer cartridges and their
recycling provides some funding directly for the school. So please donate your used cartridges.
Green Gym: They regularly return to the Rokeby Recreation ground and have recently cleared much of the brambles and
extended the hedge between the park and the golf course. Their efforts are fantastic and the difference they make is
wonderful. If you would like to help them details of the future dates can be found on their website:
https://sonningcommon.tcv.org.uk
Community Orchard: We are planning another round of planting in September and if you would like to be involved by
donating a tree and planting it please contact tokersgreen@hotmail.com. We have installed a bench in the centre of the
orchard which, as the trees grow, will provide a lovely quiet space. Lots more information here:
https://www.mapledurhampc.co.uk/community-orchard
Staying in touch: The village WhatsApp group is proving very popular to get the latest news on what’s happening in
Tokers Green, Chazey Heath and Dysons Wood. Anyone wishing to join please contact Mike Foxton on 07540 955992
or michaelfoxton@hotmail.com
Quiz Team: Following previous newsletters we did recover our team numbers, the season did resume and we will finally
complete our matches next Tuesday. Currently TG are lying 8th out 10 teams, down from 13 following the withdrawal of
Checkendon, Park Corner and North Stoke. However, Preston Crowmarsh has also withdrawn from the remainder of this
season. The bad news is that we did beat Park Corner, one of our two wins, but following their withdrawal it looks likely
that PC will be removed from this year's table thereby voiding all the matches that they have played, therefore removing
one of our wins and making us 8 out of 9! So, whilst PC's withdrawal is for this season only, should it become permanent
I wonder where this could leave the league as a whole? Uncertain times ahead! If you are interested in joining the quiz
team please contact andrewheffer59@gmail.com
Walking football: Several of us play walking football regularly with Rotherfield Peppard. It’s great exercise, with a
fantastic set of men playing competitively, with sessions twice a week either at High Down or Bishopswood.
Sunflower competition: We have another Sunflower competition this year in the village. Prizes for tallest, biggest,
brightest will be awarded around the August Bank Holiday weekend. Please let maria_hatton@yahoo.com know if you
want to join in this year.
Ian Beale, ian99beale@yahoo.co.uk

Our Ukrainian Guests
I would like to extend a very warm welcome to our Ukrainian guests. They started arriving last month, with lots of
support from the parish community. There are 62 households in Kidmore End helping with our Ukrainian guests of which
seven are hosts. So that leaves the 55 households not hosting to help give lifts, organise a clothing exchange, host coffee
mornings & source everything from dog beds to standard lamps. None of this would have happened without the
leadership and organisational skills of Rachel Head.
More help is needed in Europe to cope with all the refugees. James Mather’s project Ukraine Chain has a website and a
bank account. For those who don’t know James well, he does not believe in helping just one or two people - he works in
hundreds - congregations - communities - camps. So, his plan is to form an evacuation route from Ukraine through
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Romania where he has almost 20 years’ experience working with a charity supporting orphans ‘Ceausescu’s Children ’in
the 1980’s and 1990’s. Here is the link if you would like to know more - https://www.ukrainechain.org
Caroline Aldridge

Jubilee Flowers from the Kidmore End Knit and Natter Group
Eight ladies from the Kidmore End Knit & Natter Group have
been busy with their needles to create 171 knitted flowers of
different shapes and sizes in Jubilee purple, lilac and white
colours. The work took many months following an idea by
Caroline McAslan to cover the big wheel of our village well and
celebrate the Queen’s 70 years on the throne.
It was a very wet day when the group gathered at the well to tidy
up the flag stones, removing weeds and sweeping away dirt.
Then came the job of attaching, under the cover of umbrellas,
the many varied knitted flowers to green netting twisted round
the wheel itself. Finally, some matching bunting was fixed at the
top and they were delighted to find many villagers stopping their
cars to say how much they appreciated our work. Passing
cyclists stopped to take photos and unlike real flowers this
installation can go on for a few more weeks. Names of the group
photo from left to right. Stephanie Blake, Moira Lawrie,
Caroline McAslan, Ali Angel, Sarah Wilkinson, Jackie Russell.
The next day the Flower Ladies of St John’s Church, lead by Moira Lawrie, gathered
to install a real flower pedestal display in traditional red, white and blue. Since the
Jubilee weekend, those flowers have been replaced by white ones to match the recent
wedding on Saturday 11 June of one of our villagers.
The Kidmore End Knit & Natter Group was formed by Caroline McAslan in April
2021, and we meet every Tuesday afternoon in each other’s homes on a rotational
basis to have a good chat as we work on our various projects. To date we have
knitted for the Royal Berkshire Hospital Neo Natal ward making tiny jackets &
blankets for premature babies. In April we installed a knitted Sunflower display at
the well to show solidarity with the Ukrainian people. We plan to continue knitting
and the Jubilee knitted flowers with their brooch pins will be sold to boost funds for
the school and church in the parish. There is a strong bond between all the ladies
who through chatting support each other as together they face some difficult issues
in their lives.
Caroline McAslan

2023 Kidmore End Calendar Competition Final Reminder
Calling all photographers! We encourage everyone to get out and take photos of the nature and wildlife around our
villages and enter the 2023 Village Calendar competition being organised by Jane Maclean. Winning photos will be
included in the calendar, which will be sold in aid of Village projects. The rules are:
Entrants must live in Kidmore End village
A maximum of 5 entries per participant is allowed.
At least 3 of the entries must be landscape orientation.
All photographs must be of the village and surrounding countryside.
There should be no identifiable humans in the photograph.
Give each photograph a title and state the date it was taken, which must be
from 31 October 2021.
• Email your photographs to Jane Maclean at: clanmaclean@me.com
• Submit your photographs by 31 August 2022, stating your address.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Local Weather Report: Spring 2022
Average

Average

Maximum

Minimum

Temperature

Temperature

Rainfall

Cent

Fahr

Cent

Fahr

mm

In

March

11.7

53

4.4

40

44

1.73

April

14.4

58

5.7

42

18

0.70

May

17.6

64

9.8

50

52

2.05

114

4.48

Rainfall - 3 months to end May 2022

Spring 2022 was more typical than either 2021, which was unusually cold, or 2020 which was much warmer than normal.
Overall it was warmer, sunnier and slightly drier than average.
Daytime temperatures in March were well up on normal due to a high-pressure system that dominated for the later part of
the month, high pressure typically gives cloudless skies which result in chilly frosty nights. The first week in April was
cold and either wet or frosty, then high pressure once again took control and gave dry sunny weather - as the daytime
temperatures were rising the risk over overnight frosts diminished.
These high-pressure systems gave cloudless days with plenty of sunshine during both March and April. March was the 2nd
sunniest March since 1919. To even things out May turned out to be a particularly dull month.
Rainfall this spring was less than normal. In total there were 52 dry days, the longest spell was from 10 to 30 April which
saw only one day with a minimal amount of rain. Both March & April had more dry days than wet ones. We are again
experiencing short sharp showers. I particularly noted these on the afternoon on 6 April when 3mm fell in less than an
hour, and the storm late on 18 May which saw 5mm fall in 20 mins, accompanied by spectacular thunder and lightning.
The last sub-zero night was 2 April, more than a month earlier than last year, air frosts continued until 9 April. There was
only 1 day when more than 13mm/0.5in of rain fell, that was 16 March.
Lowest and Highest temperatures for 3 months to May 2022
Highest

Lowest

Highest Rainfall

Cent

Fahr

Cent

Fahr

mm

In

March

16.5

62 (22nd)

0.2

32 (7th)

15

0.59 (16th)

April

19.3

67 (15th)

-1.4

29 (2nd)

7

0.27 (6th)

May

22.5

72 (17th)

6.5

44 (30th)

11

0.42 (23rd)

Chris Brook
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Cane End Allotments
Twelve years ago KEPC recognised the need for more allotments in the parish
and identified a small triangular field in its
portfolio in Cane End, big enough to make ten
new plots. It had been used as allotments sixty
years ago but was now being used to graze a
herd of beef cattle. Some of the residents on the
waiting list planned and marked out the layout
and one of our local tractor boys generously
ploughed the plots, leaving grass paths
between.
Since then the plots have blossomed, even
more so when the council overcame a series of obstacles to provide a water supply in
2019, helped by Roddy Young, Farm Manager at adjoining Vines Farm. All the plots are
occupied, and as the photographs show, pretty and productive, tended by the small
community of allotmenteers.
Peter Bowles

Gardening Update
The term ‘summer solstice’ comes from the Latin words sol (sun) and sistere (to stand still)
With the summer solstice on the June 21, it's not just us humans who are feeling the benefits of the shorter nights, certain
plants do too.
Sunshine improves our mood and dopamine levels with increased time utdoors. Taking a daily vitamin N(ature) improves
our wellbeing, with improved sleep as well as vision: looking into the distance for more than two hours daily reduces
myopia in children and indeed adults.
The length of days or nights during the year is called a photoperiod. Research in the
USA in the 1920s showed that this is a major stimulus many plants use to detect
seasons and influence flowering. Long-day plants flower when days are longer than
12 hours. It is, in fact, the length of night that is of primary importance. In the
Northern hemisphere, these plants usually flower in late spring or early summer as the
hours of darkness shorten. As school exams end and the summer holidays begin, it's
worth casting an eye around you to notice which plants are affected. Natural
nightlight, moonlight or lighting are not sufficiently bright nor of adequate duration to
interrupt flowering. Sunlight is the catalyst. We have many examples in our garden including lettuce, spinach and potatoes, as well as flowers such as sedum (as shown in
the photo), Echinachea, Californian poppies and Hibiscus.
Daylength has no bearing on some plants however. These plants are known as dayneutral plants. They flower when they reach a certain stage of maturity, rather than
being triggered by the length of night or day. Examples of day- neutral plants include
tomatoes, grapes, cucumber and roses. There are also short-night plants such as
chrysanthemums and poinsettia.
This photoperiod in plants gives us our seasons as we know them. Light is not the only component for good fruiting and
flowering throughout the summer, there are lot of other contributors. Phosphorus is the main nutrient required for flowers
and fruit sets. If you add good quality compost to your plant, it will aid phosphorus uptake. Tomatorite is not just for
tomatoes, it also encourages high yields of cucumbers, sweet peppers, courgettes and potatoes. It will also help flowers
set in plants like dahlias. Adding liquid feed will aid your plants in absorbing nutrients quickly. Liquid seaweed is another
excellent plant food source.
Another means of boosting crop-production is to reduce the leaf canopy in fruits such as grapes, currants, raspberries and
tomatoes. This lets the sun shine directly onto the fruit and hastens ripening.
Deadhead your roses, cosmos and sweet peas. Deadheading involves removing spent flowers to divert the plants energy
from producing rose hips or seed heads into making more flowers. Not only can faded flowers look unsightly, they can
become grey with fungal spores after rain, which encourages fungal infections. Deadhead roses, dahlias or cosmos
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flowers as soon as the flower is spent. The sooner a dead flower is removed, the sooner a new shoot will be produced and
this will produce a new flower.
Water is the other key component of course. Water your new plants twice weekly and give established plants a good soak
in the late evening or early morning, directly at the roots, while avoiding the leaves.
When all is said and done, reflect on the solstice standstill as the tilt of the earth’s axis reaches its highest visual point in
the sky. Pause. Be where your feet are - stand on the grass barefoot and enjoy the sense of terra firma underneath. Take in
all of the plentiful seasonal buzzings and bounties in the garden.
Niamh Kendall

Kidmore End Cricket Club
With the cricket season starting to get into full swing, life at Kidmore End Cricket Club has certainly
been busy for the first two months of the season. The Club league teams playing in the Thames Valley
League have enjoyed a positive start to the season with all four XIs playing good cricket and, at the time
of writing, both the 1st XI and 2nd XI are challenging for pole position in their respective divisions. We
hope to report that promotion has been achieved when the league concludes in September. The Sunday
XI is playing in the inaugural season of the Berkshire Blast, which the club has been instrumental in
setting up with the emphasis on competitive cricket played in good spirit allowing younger players to hone and develop
their skills. The coloured clothing, pink ball and stumps and bails which light up have also added to the atmosphere.
The junior section of the club is also enjoying positive progress on the field; over one hundred boys and girls are
attending the training sessions which run on a Friday evening and Tuesday evening. We have also broken new ground in
establishing a cricket coaching programme for women which is proving very popular. Friday evening training is a real
social event for all members of the local community as parents congregate with their children for cricket training whilst
other local people come along for a catch up with friends and neighbours whilst enjoying the food and bar facilities which
are available.
The club runs the ECB ALL Stars programme which introduces young people to cricket and all the other boys and girls
who attend receive high quality coaching from our dedicated coaching team. All of the Junior teams are also underway
with their league and friendly fixture programme and have also enjoyed some success however just as importantly they
are playing good cricket for fun and enjoying spending time playing sport with their friends. Match reports for the club’s
teams are published weekly in the Henley Standard.
The recreation ground is also looking a picture and is a testament to the hours of work which our team of volunteers put
into maintaining the cricket square, outfield and surrounds for the benefit of all who enjoy the use of the recreation
ground.
A reminder that full details of fixtures for all the Kidmore End teams are to be found on the club website. For more
information, please contact club chairman Jeff Sheldon (07735 568866) or Club Captain James Frost (07971560981). For
further details on junior cricket please email Jules Cook at keccjuniors@gmail.com
You will be given a warm welcome at the Gallowstree Common ground if you come along on a match day or a Friday
evening, so please do come along and see us. Further information on the club can be found on the club’s website:
http://kidmoreendcc.co.uk/ You can also follow us on Twitter and find us on Facebook.
Mark New, Kidmore End Cricket Club
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Useful Numbers and Contacts
Thames Valley Police,

Summer 2022
Parish Council Meetings:
29 June*
20 July
21 September

non emergency
emergency
website

Crime Stoppers (anonymous)
Victim Support

0800 555 111
01865 751511

SODC email: info@southoxon.gov.uk
Open: Mon-Thu
Fri

01235 422422
8.30 am - 5.00 pm
8.30 am - 4.30 pm

ORCC Directory of Transport Schemes

01865 883433
orc@oxonrcc.org.uk

Oxfordshire Rural Community Council,
Jericho Farm, Worton, Oxon OX29 4SZ
Oxfordshire Highways
0845 310 1111
https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/residents/road-and-transport/contact-highways
Fix my Street

14 December*
18 January
15 February
22 March
19 April
17 May*
* Not the penultimate Wednesday
of the month
Friends of Sonning Common
Library Application form
http://www.kepc.info/news.php#fosclapplication

Are we missing your club or society?
Would you like to see their activities
listed in the Newsletter? Do you
have any news items or pictures for
the Parish?
If you would like to contribute to the
next edition, or to the website we’d
be delighted to hear from you.
Articles can be sent to editor,
members of the editorial board or
directly to the website webmaster –
see right panel for contact details
The closing date for the next edition
is 9 September 2022.

http://fixmystreet.oxfordshire.gov.uk

Citizens Advice Bureau (Henley)

19 October
23 November

101
999
www.thamesvalley.police.uk

Telephone advice only:

Website
www.caox.org.uk/henley
Telephone
0808 278 7907,
Monday to Friday, 9:00 to 17:00

Parish Councillors
Parish Council Chairman
Caroline Aldridge
chairman@kepc.info
Iain Pearson
Patrick Malaperiman
Andrew Harland
Jim Ducker
Jeffrey Almond
Sonia Matthews
Tony Bowley

iain.pearson@kepc.info
patrick.m@kepc.info
andrew.harland@kepc.info (07747470108)
jim.ducker@kepc.info
jeffrey.almond@kepc.info
sonia.matthews@kepc.info
tony.bowley@kepc.info

Clerk to the Council
Roger Penfold

clerk@kepc.info (0118 947 3130)

District Councillor
Peter Dragonetti
County Councillor
Kevin Bulmer

peter.dragonetti@southoxon.gov.uk (0118 9844711)
kevin.bulmer@oxfordshire.gov.uk (07803 005680)

Kidmore End Parish Room
Bookings:
Guy Johnson
07920 100065
Diamond Jubilee Pavilion at Gallowstree Common
Bookings:
Roger Penfold
0118 947 3130
Kidmore End Memorial Hall
Bookings:
Alan Gibbon

alan47b@btinternet.com

Newsletter Editorial Board
Caroline Aldridge (Editor) editor@kepc.info (0118 972 3700)
Sue Remenyi
sue.remenyi@gmail.com (07791 840 999)
KEPC website
Tony Bowley

http://www.kepc.info
webmaster@kepc.info

